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Introduction

W

e in the United States love to hear ourselves say that
we are the greatest nation on Earth. But it is time to
acknowledge that we have serious problems that are deeply
rooted in our past. The United States of America has a sad
history of enslaving and imprisoning its own people, and
has only stubbornly relinquished each and every opportunity to exploit and enslave our fellow man.
In Europe, slavery was abolished and relegated to colonial possessions way back during the Enlightenment. Even
in most European Colonies, slavery was abolished by the
middle of the eighteenth century. For example, Great Britain abolished the ownership of slaves in 1772, before we
had even declared independence. Slave trade was abolished
by 1807 and was prohibited in all colonies by 1833, some
three decades before the slavery issue led to a Civil War
here in the United States1.
Most of our early presidents were slave masters, including Thomas Jefferson, the architect of our republic and one
of the most prolific and articulate proponents of personal
liberty in the history of the world. Jefferson owned 267
slaves by 1822 and freed only three, plus five more at his
death that were all blood relatives2. Slavery was not abolished in this country until the emancipation proclamation
1 Davies, Norman: Europe History, Harper Perennial 1998, 166-167.
2 Loewen, James W.: Lies My Teacher Told Me, Simon & Schuster 1995, 148
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on the trail of a bloody Civil War, less than 150 years ago,
and its abolition was “to save the union,” not a moral proclamation. Lincoln himself stated that he had no intention
that the proclamation would actually permit the Negro to
vote or sit as a juror3.
The enslavement of the African American until political expediency dictated otherwise is a stain on our country, which may be surpassed only by our treatment of the
Native American “Indian.” Indians begged to be included in
the Republic, and after being turned down, begged to have
their own Indian State. Even after they adopted the settlers’ way of life, such as slave ownership, the Indians were
exploited. The United States government “purchased” their
land from France and Spain, and later, with the help of the
“Indian Removal” statutes, deported them from their property as if they were herds of animals. The passion of President Andrew Jackson was this “Indian Removal,” which
required him to welsh on treaties and encourage southern
states to ignore federal law and half-assed Supreme Court
decisions on the subject. The approach that this era’s leaders of the United States maintained towards the American
Indian is a shame to any citizen of this country4.
Even in the middle of the twentieth century, when at
war with Japan, we herded up completely innocent American citizens with one-sixteenth or more Japanese heritage
and incarcerated them in concentration camps, conduct different only in quantity, not in principle, from those of our
Allies (e.g., Soviet Russia) and our enemy, Nazi Germany.
It was, by all accounts, an unjustified and wretched feat
for a nation founded on individual freedom and liberty,
embracing all nationalities and races as the world’s “melt3 Loewen, James W.: Lies My Teacher Told Me, Simon & Schuster 1995, 155
4 Howe, Daniel Walker: What Hath God Wrought: The Transformation of America
1815-1848, pp. 328-366, Oxford University Press, 2007
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ing pot.” Unfortunately, we have continued in this vein in
many respects.
In the 1980s and carrying on into the twenty-first
century, our modern brand of slavery has taken the form
of a prison society. We have increased the rate at which
we are imprisoning our own people at a breakneck speed.
The United States of America’s use of imprisonment has
surpassed every other nation on earth, and must appear
to other civilized (and uncivilized) societies as almost
fetishistic.
The statistics are mind-boggling and will be illustrated
and discussed in more detail. They are necessary in order
to appreciate the scope of the fetish.
For starters, we top the world’s list with 2.29 million
prisoners, followed distantly by Red China (1.57 million)
and post-Soviet Russia (890,000). Yes, we have two and a
half times as many people in our jails as the Russians do
(King’s College London, International Centre for Prison
Studies, Jan. 29, 2009 report). It is fortunate that reliable
statistics for imprisonment rates in Russia under the totalitarian regime of Joe Stalin are not available. Such statistics
could create quite an embarrassing comparison for us in
the “land of the free.”
On a basis of prisoners per one hundred thousand
inhabitants, we blow everyone out of the water. The United
States of America has 756 per one hundred thousand
citizens locked up compared to the world average of 153.
Other diverse nations such as Belgium, Austria, Germany,
Iraq, Italy, Japan, Finland, Croatia, Egypt, Madagascar,
Bolivia, Venezuela, among many others, imprison less than
one hundred people per one hundred thousand, that is to
say less than one-eighth of our imprisonment rate.
These statistics do not include the hundreds of thousands of juveniles being detained as delinquents in juvenile
facilities. Fortunately, such figures are difficult to obtain
xi
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due to the confidentiality maintained by some jurisdictions
over juvenile records.
We in the United States have either developed the most
diabolical population of miscreants in the world, or we have
allowed our legal/political system to run off the tracks.
Hopefully it will soon become clear that the problem is, in
fact, with our system, and unfortunately the problem is a
profound one in need of immediate attention.
Our bursting prisons are the result of the Judicial Branch
giving way to the Legislative (political) branch, giving up
a fundamental prerogative to exercise judicial discretion
in the imposition of sentences for criminal defendants.
The Legislatures have been permitted to establish not only
mandatory sentences for various offenses, but sentence
guidelines to cover virtually every criminal case. The
Legislatures have also seen fit to enact laws criminalizing
almost every act viewed as unmannerly by a Quaker Sabbath School teacher, and the Judiciary has failed to strike
down any significant portion of the sentencing mandates
or the criminal statutes. In fact, the Judiciary has scarcely
taken umbrage to this arrant infringement. How and why
did the Judiciary geld itself? What has occurred to our
prison population over the past quarter-century as a result?
How can the spiral be reversed?
We are in the midst of a crisis. In fact, it has already
become evident in California, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and
New Jersey to name a few states. The form of the crisis is, of
course, financial. As states begin to collapse under their own
weight, squealing for federal bailout monies, it will become
clear that a big part of the states’ financial woes are its misuse
and overuse of the incredibly expensive calaboose.
A financial crisis always becomes a political crisis,
since the legislative branch controls public finance. That
makes the scenario all the more dangerous. Allowing the
legislatures to attempt to “correct” the prison population
xii
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blowout as they face budgetary meltdowns will invite more
debacle. State legislatures in this situation will protect their
state workers’ pensions and other pet projects and will be
backed into a forced reduction of prison costs. Releasing
prisoners is the ticket and this will be done in the most
politically expedient fashion, the same manner that the
prisons were filled up in times that the state coffers were
flush with monies from an expanding economy. The only
thing in the criminal justice system that could be worse
than allowing legislative control over who goes to jail is
allowing legislative control over who gets out. The possibilities for abuse, malfeasance, cronyism, and skullduggery
are almost mind-blowing.
The decision on who goes to jail and for how long must
be returned entirely to the judiciary. This is the correct
solution, and this will take some effort and fortitude on the
part of this timorous branch of government. Hopefully, the
judiciary has not emaciated itself to the extent that it cannot
re-assume this crucial role in our society.
n

Most materials written about prison overcrowding are
either (a) sterile, statistical recitations with no worthwhile
analysis as to how or why the problem has occurred, or (b)
budget crisis and alarm scenarios for states and municipalities trying to find a way to pay for their bloated prison
systems, or (c) amateurish diatribes by NAACP or ACLU
type organizations railing about prison conditions. Nothing I have seen actually views the effect of our political
tinkering in the judicial system from the dirt up, from the
prospective of individuals run through the system and who
have been irreparably damaged by it5.
5 One Exception. Judge Jeffrey K. Sprecher, also from Pennsylvania, has just written:
Justice or Just This? A Constitutional Trespass. This book analyses the political
takeover of sentencing from the perspective of a Judge of nearly twenty years’
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In this brilliant and remarkable study, I have carefully
chosen a dozen criminal cases that played out over the past
five years throughout Western Pennsylvania. In all but one
of these cases I was the defense lawyer. Each case was
picked to illustrate a particular point, all hopefully leading
to the same general conclusion. The cases are all factually
accurate. There is no need to fudge such things and most
of them would be impossible to fictionalize. All cases can
be documented by reference to the case files as cited. Only
certain names have been altered in order to avoid embarrassment, protect innocent persons, and to avoid the unnecessary identification of imbeciles.
My travails through the criminal justice system have
now surpassed a quarter-century. I have handled well over
two thousand separate cases, along with several hundred
civil cases. Not a single one of these cases have ended
without someone being dissatisfied. For anyone seeking
a career as a trial lawyer, the most important advice I can
offer is that you must be able to deal with, and even enjoy,
conflict. The day to day practice of criminal defense law, if
done in earnest, is bloody trench warfare, a constant battle
with witnesses, prosecutors, police, judges, bureaucrats,
and, at times, one’s own client. Where a doctor or dentist
can work for a common goal for the patient and his family—health and comfort—the lawyer can only make his
client healthy and comfortable by making the other party
uncomfortable and miserable.
There must be a winner and loser in the law and in
this respect it is much more akin to a sport or a war than
a profession. As one of my professors from the University
experience. Although the book was still in print as of this writing, I believe it will be
an excellent study. I was able to meet Judge Sprecher at a PACDL conference in the
spring of 2011, and his frustration over the present state of affairs was manifest. It
actually led him to write the book and publish it himself.
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of Pittsburgh School of Law told us in our first year, “As
lawyers you will hear your clients tell you they ‘did not do
nothing wrong. Get me out of this and don’t send me a big
bill.’ Whereas the patient tells the physician, ‘Thanks, Doc,
you’re the best for pulling me through this.’ Get used to this
dichotomy,” he advised, “and if you can’t handle it, go up
the hill (to the medical school) and push pills.” It’s a comment I heard in 1981 and have never forgotten.
Trial law leads to unmatched acrimony. After one trial
I was nearly run over by the vehicle of the mother of an
enraged witness when crossing the street to my office,
immediately after the verdict and in broad daylight. This
woman was not even a witness or a party to the case, but
as a family member of a party, she had worked herself into
an uncontrollable rage. Only a last-minute leap by sheer
instinct saved me from a horrible thumping. Another time
I was plagued by a series of clandestine death threats. An
anonymous person made calls to my office, announcing to
the receptionist that “Cline was a dead man,” and then the
threats escalated, saying that he would be waiting inside my
house at night. At that time I lived alone in a small ranch
house on the south side of Grove City, and for several days
when I got home after work, I would check all the closets
and other hiding areas, gripping a five iron in my right
hand. I doubt that an orthodontist has ever had to endure
this inconvenience. (Later this scorned freak identified
himself and apologized to me. The case involved $2,250.)
An even punier amount of money created an open sore
with a client for whom I successfully obtained an expungement of his criminal record. I charged a measly $250 for
this service at the time (additional red tape now required
for this procedure has nearly doubled the cost). This amount
included the court filing fees and expungement costs, which
varied from case to case. After the expungement was already
xv
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done, the client’s check bounced. Not only was I out my fee,
but also the expenses I had advanced on his behalf. I wrote
him and achieved no result, so I sent him the obligatory letter that a bad check charge may ensue if he did not make his
check good in ten days. He called in a rage, stating that he
would never do business with me again. It would have been
tempting to repeat the story about David Letterman’s overnight visit to the Clinton White House during Slick Willie’s
presidency. Clinton, upon catching Letterman coming out of
Hillary’s bedroom, warned Letterman: “I’ll have no more of
that!”—whereupon Letterman retorted: “Neither will I!”
Most of us have been called almost every name imaginable to the uneducated. The threats (seldom carried out) are
in many ways less egregious than the blizzard of slanderous
terms assigned to our profession. Once, after a silly summary traffic trial in Butler County where I cross-examined
the other driver (a motorcyclist) on failing to have his headlights on, I was rushed after court by the cyclist’s enraged
wife in the hallway. “You are a cock sucker,” she frothed.
“Hush,” I pleaded, “Don’t tell everyone; I’m trying to quit.”
But the experience of a trial lawyer should be respected
and never underestimated. A criminal defense lawyer must
be able to handle constant friction, animosity, disappointment, defeat. A trial lawyer must be able to sift through a
blizzard of information. He or she is typically bombarded
with facts from the police reports, the client, and the witnesses, yet some of the most important and helpful information must be culled from difficult and reluctant sources.
The trial lawyer must decide what is wheat and what is chaff
and on short notice present the worthwhile kernels in the
form of precise and carefully worded questions that would
overcome objections from the opponent and the Judge. The
trial lawyer must be able to relate to the lowliest dirt bag
in town and in the same case be able to cross-examine an
expert chemist, radiologist, or criminal investigator. The
xvi
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skills and perspective developed by trial lawyers create for
them a unique perspective on people and the system that
they operate in.
The cases I have chosen are specifically intended to
illustrate aspects of our criminal justice system, mainly
relative to sentencing, which have led to the United States
being the world’s most prolific jail house nation. Naturally,
many of these cases have resulted in my clients being
imprisoned. Although I would rather crow about the cases
I have won and instances where my clients have walked
out of court free, those cases do not show the effect on real
people of our criminal justice system warped by politics,
and even though each of the cases I discuss here are unique
and bizarre in their own way, there is no doubt that they
are being paralleled throughout the state and the nation on
a daily basis, delivering the United States of America the
title of Yardbird USA.
It is my goal and hope that you will enjoy reading about
the cases and your intellect will be challenged by their
implications. And hopefully you will come away with your
own opinion, one way or another, on whether our system
has been warped and perhaps what might be done before
mistakes are compounded into disaster.
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Chapter 1

The Ghetto

I

f the experience in U.S. prisons was truly “correction”—
melding punishment, recompense, and rehabilitation—
then the United States holding the world title as the most
prolific jailer may not be such an embarrassing distinction.
In fact, however, it is quite the opposite. The jail is a
ghetto walled in concrete. The setting is rancid. If one would
not be a criminal going into prison, it’s a good chance he or
she would come out as one.
At least in the real ghetto the playing field is more
level. In the street ghetto, the most motivated, the most
powerful, and the most cunning hooligans prevail. In
the prisons, the dice are loaded. Jail turnkeys are able to
exploit their unique positions to blackmail their prey. They
can provide contraband that is banned in prisons, from
heroin to cell phones, in order to satisfy their prurient
self-interests. No matter how stupid they are, the guards
have the clear advantage: utilizing the stick—dual threats
of continued incarceration or parole denials—along with
the carrot—usually sexual favors. The message supplied
to prisoners is hardly one of rehabilitation, respect for
authority, or obedience to the law.
Apparently, those persons with sadistic tendencies are
attracted to the career of prison corrections. Charles A.
1
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Graner, Jr. (born 1968) is a former U.S. Army reservist
who was convicted of prisoner abuse in connection with
the 2003–2004 Abu Ghraib prisoner abuse scandal. Graner, with other soldiers from his unit, the 372nd Military
Police Company, was accused of allowing and inflicting
sexual, physical, and psychological abuse of Iraqi prisoners of war in Abu Ghraib, a notorious prison in Baghdad
during the United States’ occupation of Iraq. He was also
convicted of conspiracy to maltreat detainees, failing to
protect detainees from abuse, cruelty, and maltreatment,
as well as charges of assault, indecency, and dereliction
of duty. A portion of the allegations involved Graner and
others stacking nude Iraqi humans in a pyramid and forcing them to masturbate while he and other “soldiers” took
photographs. Pictures of the sadistic Graner grinning near
the lump of naked Iraqis were produced.
He was found guilty of all charges on January 14, 2005,
and sentenced to ten years in prison, demotion to private,
dishonorable discharge and forfeiture of pay and allowances.
Charges of adultery and obstruction of justice were dropped
before trial. Graner held the rank of Specialist in the company during his tour of duty in Iraq. While in Iraq, Specialist
Lynndie England, also implicated in the prisoner scandal,
became pregnant, allegedly by him (“Graner gets ten years
for Abu Ghraib abuse” msnbc.com 1-16-2005; see also
Charles Graner, Jr. in Wikipedia, which chronicles the events
with numerous references). The trial occurred in Germany
under US law. Graner disgraced two branches of the Armed
Services, the Army and the Marines, as well the USA.
There are millions of unemployed people in Western
Pennsylvania, and many more working men and women
who are “underemployed.” Many thousands of them would
be tickled with a job as a prison guard: protected by a
union, guaranteed work, and decently paid. But the State
Correctional Facility in Greene passed by each and every
2
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other qualified person in order to hire this Charles A. Graner, Jr. as a corrections officer. It is as if a bride had the
choice of all the great singing voices in world history to
perform at her wedding, but shoved them all aside, leaping
instead at the likes of a drunken Roseanne Barr or a Bob
Dylan, un-showered. It is as if a child had his choice to be
any creature in the sea for a day, from the fearsome killer
whale to the brilliant dolphin to the languid manatee, from
the stunning sergeant major to the beautiful French Angelfish, and that child thumbed its nose at all of them in favor
of the putrid carp.
It should come as no surprise that SCI Greene is notorious for the racist abuse routinely dispensed by guards like
Graner. In 1998, there was an uproar over abuse of prisoners, who complained that Graner and other turnkeys at the
prison “routinely beat and humiliated prisoners, including
through a sadistic game of Simon Says in which guards
struck prisoners who failed to comply with barked instructions” (New York Times, 6 May 1998). In the beleaguered
Greene SCI, several allegations involve Graner. The first
occurred on July 29, 1998, Horatio Nimley, convicted of
burglary, was eating mashed potatoes when his mouth
started bleeding and he spat out a razor blade. According to
a May 1999 federal lawsuit brought by Nimley against Graner, five other guards, and the prison nursing supervisor,
Graner first planted the blade in his potatoes, ignored him,
and finally brought him to the nurse, where they punched,
kicked, and slammed Nimley on the floor. Nimley also
alleges that when he screamed, “Stop, stop,” Graner told
him, “Shut up, nigger, before we kill you.” Graner denies
these allegations. A federal magistrate in Pittsburgh, however, ruled that the charges have “arguable merit in fact and
law.” However, when Nimley was released from prison in
2000, he disappeared, and the case was dismissed, leaving
much of what happened still in question.
3
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A second lawsuit involving Graner was brought by a
prisoner who claimed that guards made him stand on one
foot while handcuffed and tripped him. This allegation,
however, was ruled to have been made too late, as the statute of limitations had expired. During his time at Greene,
Graner was connected with several incidents of a violent
nature. The Washington Post reported that “abuse allegations had become common at Greene . . . Guards beat prisoners, spit in their food, showered them with racial epithets
and wrote ‘KKK’ in one beaten prisoner’s blood. The allegations weren’t without merit: In 1998, two dozen guards
were fired, suspended, demoted, or reprimanded.” One
prison spokesman said none of the allegations involved
Graner, which is very hard to believe. It is like the zookeeper telling us that the stink is not coming from the corner of the pen where there has lain a dead hippopotamus.
Nick Yarris, a former inmate who was recently released
after DNA tests cleared him of rape and murder charges,
spent twenty-two years on Death Row in SCI Greene. Yarris confirms the type of abuse Nimley alleged, recounting
an incident in May 1998 when Yarris saw Graner and four
other guards pull an inmate who purposefully flooded the
toilet out of his cell and dragged him away. Yarris says
Graner was holding a can of pepper spray and said, “We’re
going to go get some.” Yarris says the inmate was severely
bruised the next time he was seen.
Yarris also said Graner “bragged about taunting antideath-penalty protesters who would gather outside the
prison, used racial epithets, and once told a Muslim inmate
he had rubbed pork all over his tray of food.” In another
interview, he said Graner was “responsible for moving prisoners within the facility and was ‘violent, abusive, arrogant
and mean-spirited.’”
Graner was fired from his job in July 2000, not for the
abusive conduct but for walking off the job and not work4
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ing a mandatory overtime shift on June 16. After filing
a grievance, an arbitrator ruled after a July 2002 hearing
that the firing was inappropriate, reducing it to a threeday suspension and ordering Graner reinstated with back
pay (according to Wikipedia, World IQ, and other internet
sources. Facts are readily verifiable).
This is a notorious example of a prison guard operating in the prison ghetto, but only because Graner became
a world-renown criminal in the Abu Ghraib prison torture
case. Graner’s ability to walk through the raindrops at SCI
Greene, or his dumb luck, probably led to a feeling of
invincibility where he could expand his sadistic conduct
overseas against the hated Iraqis. Sadly enough, the State
Prison system in Pennsylvania proved to be a superb training ground for Graner’s criminal antics at Abu Ghraib.
The jails are clearly unable to police themselves and
their employees are generally able to escape detection and
punishment for their abhorrent conduct because they are a
part of “the system,” along with the police, sheriffs, District
Attorneys, and others on the side of the “law,” and because
their victims are the dregs of society who generate revulsion,
not sympathy. The recipe is for subhuman, corrupt, and sick
behavior, from which we easily turn our eyes.
A review of more prison cases over the past few years
in Pennsylvania illustrates that the ghetto atmosphere in
the jails is so prolific that it must be considered as a critical element in the criminal justice system. An “isolated
case” here and there begins to add up to a norm. (Many of
these cases are reported by the Prison Legal News at www.
prisonlegalnews.com. If you are not soured on the prison
scheme after reading the brief summary in this chapter, log
on to the website. As painful as it is to read, it is difficult to
stop reading, as one verified account of sadism is followed
by another verified count of abuse. Although one should
turn one’s eyes from such debauchery, this is easier said
5
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than done. It is akin to watching a fat woman fall down a
stairway. All cases referred to by the Prison Legal News
have checked out as accurate, and cites have been provided
where available.)
The overcrowding in our prisons leads to a host of problems. Budgets are squeezed with the accelerating costs of
jails for both counties and states. Prisoners are bunked in
hallways and gymnasiums. The overcrowding creates tension not only among the inmates, but also with the overburdened jail guards. Prisoners are routinely shuffled from one
facility to another, often times several counties away. This
opens up a number of opportunities for abuse, as if there
were not enough already.
Prison guards have their own system of justice that
occasionally is brought to the attention of the outside
world. In Westmoreland County, just east of Pittsburgh,
Judge Richard McCormick, Jr. inquired as to the source of
prisoner Shawn Crider’s black eyes and fresh bruises when
he appeared for court on September 5, 2007. Crider’s story
that he was beaten by three guards while handcuffed in
the jail’s booking area, out of the view of camera surveillance, was trumped by the stories given by jail employees
that Crider’s injuries were due to an unfortunate “fall.”
No charges were pressed there but the Prison Board had
to fire guard Scott Rogers, a ten-year veteran, earlier that
year for making prisoners walk and bark like dogs, sing
nursery rhymes, recite the alphabet, and kneel in uncomfortable positions with their foreheads pressed against the
wall and their hands behind their heads. Rogers was actually charged with official oppression, as even the District
Attorney could not overlook the concept that county prisoners were not meant to serve as the sadistic lunch meat
of moronic jail turnkeys. Rogers pled guilty February 26,
2009 to three counts of official oppression. County officials rescinded the firing and allowed this lout, Rogers, to
6
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resign in order to protect themselves from a lawsuit if he
was acquitted. The inmates Rogers abused were in a unit
housing sex offenders and prisoners with mental health
problems. The former Westmoreland County prison guard
will serve nine months of probation for forcing inmates
to submit to his demands of infantile sadism (Pittsburgh
WDEQ News, February 2009, online).
More often, direct guard-on-prisoner violence and
abuse is cleverly replaced by “prisoner justice,” such as the
case of Christopher S. Gilchrist, who was savagely beaten
by fellow prisoner Mario Banegas while jail guard John
Hampton and his cohort Charles Goodman watched and
snickered. Gilchrist needed eight stitches to his pate and
had a broken rib. Both Hampton and Goodman pleaded
guilty to conspiracy to prisoner assault (Felony-2) and
Unsworn Falsifications to Authority in November, 2007
and received five years’ probation (Case nos. 2997, 29982007, Chester County, Pennsylvania). How many of such
instances go unreported or are reported simply as routine
prisoner-on-prisoner assaults? Obviously, guards Hampton
and Goodman came out of the box lying in the Gilchrist
investigation. Prisoner-on-prisoner assaults are rarely even
dealt with by the disinterested courts other than having the
offenders’ parole denied for misconduct.
Hopefully, the United States of America can win Bill
Clinton’s “War on Drugs,” which seeks to eradicate illegal
drugs from society. In 1994, Clinton signed into law a massive federal crime bill that significantly expanded federal
criminal jurisdiction, added new federal death penalties, a
federal three-strikes rule, and increased punishments for
hate crimes. Many states followed suit.
Or maybe we should set aside such delusions of grandeur and just concentrate on how to reduce drug trafficking
in our own prisons. At present, we are quite feeble in that
effort. According to the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, a 2006
7
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indictment involved four Allegheny County jail guards and
two former guards, who were among eight people charged
with smuggling drugs and other contraband into the 2,850bed facility. The grand jury presentment set forth scenes of
drug dealing and double dealing, secret codes and sexual
favors, payoffs and paybacks among corrections officers
conspiring with yardbirds. Allegheny County is not unique.
A scandal in April 2004 at the Northumberland County Jail
involved seven guards suspected of smuggling drugs into
their own prison.
Jeremy Lensbouer smuggled heroin into the Somerset
county jail in 2007. He pleaded guilty on February 21, 2007
to the Felony-2 charges (Cr. 554- 2006 Somerset County)
and was sentenced to time served. Willie Freddy Franklin
had already been convicted of felony drug charges in 2002
in his home county (Cr 5026-2002 Lancaster County), but
that did not discourage the county jail from employing him
as a turnkey. He exploited that opportunity adroitly in 2006
by smuggling into the jail significant quantities of heroin,
cigarettes, and lighters.
Brian Sullivan will not get a chance at rehabilitation
in prison. He died of a heroin overdose in April 2005 at
George Hill Correctional Facility (GHCF). His was the
second drug overdose in the facility and there were six
other instances of unnatural deaths there between 2001 and
2006 (www.prisonlegalnews.org, Dec. 15, 2010). Deputy
Superintendent John Reilly opined that some guards at the
facility are using female co-workers as “mules” to smuggle
contraband into the jail in their body cavities. Nonetheless, the GHFC was the first jail in Pennsylvania to receive
accreditation by the American Correctional Association6.
In Butler County, the new “state of the art” prison and
its expertly trained guards were clueless when Martin J.
6 Id.
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Mignogna was able to smuggle “a significant amount” of
Suboxone, a drug connected with heroin addiction, and
Xanax into the jail. This smuggling coup probably should
not have bowled over the warden and his staff since Mignogna was already facing felony theft and drug charges.
Mignogna chirped to county detectives on February 5,
2011 that he had concealed the drugs “in his body” (Butler
Eagle, Feb. 8, 2011, p. 9). In the ghetto and on the street,
users cannot be assured of the purity of the drugs they are
sold by pushers and dealers, but at least they can assume
with reasonable certainty that their illegal substances are
not basted in a fecal marinade, which would have been the
case with Mignogna’s smuggled jail contraband unless he
also possessed a vagina.
Ambrose Bierce defined prison as “a place of punishment and reward.” Perhaps the most disgusting example of
this could be found in the Dwight Correctional Center in
Illinois. Stephen King could not have concocted a horror
story this hideous. There, a former beauty pageant winner
who became an inmate was gang raped by at least eight
prison guards, plus others in the facility, twenty-nine times.
Known as Jane Doe, the victim attempted to report the
rapes but was shut down and threatened with an additional
year of jail time. The story gets worse. Jane is afflicted
with obstructive pulmonary lung disease and was forced
to tote her oxygen tank with her to the bathroom where the
rape squad would fornicate her. It gets worse again. She
became pregnant from the rapes and, after her release, gave
birth to a baby boy (www.prisonlegalnews.org/21225). She
also gave birth to a Federal lawsuit against the prison7. If
Dwight Correctional Center were a zoo, under these facts,
the humane society and a number of other governmental
agencies would have raced to close it down in order to
7 Doe

v. Denning, USDC (ND Ill) Case no. 1.2008-cv-01265.
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protect defenseless animals from falling victim to curator
criminal cruelty. But alas, DCC is just one of our prisons.
Joseph F. Henderson was a prison guard supervisor
contracted to manage the GHCF prison. He was rewarded
by a female prisoner who was forced to fellate him, with
the threat of Henderson “interfering” with her parole hearing if she did not perform the requested sexual favor. Henderson was charged in December 2005 with two counts
of sexual assault, bribery, and official oppression. This
twerp pleaded guilty to a Misdemeanor-2 charge of official oppression and served a six to twenty-three-month
term, but was also registered as a sexually violent offender
(Case No. 8254-2005 Delaware County). Gregory A. Williams had his way with prisoners Melissa Torres and Helen
McCandless-Weiss at the pristine Cambridge Springs Correctional Institution. Melissa and Helen were forced into
oral sex with Williams, who also found time to manage the
food service of the massive facility. Williams was found
guilty of four counts of institutional sexual assault and one
count of official oppression, and was acquitted of four pileon charges. He received his due time of four months on
October 8, 2008 (No. 621-2007 Crawford County).
The ghetto and the prison are very similar as to how
internal justice is meted out. One of the less considered arguments for decriminalization of drugs is that, by forcing the
players underground, there can be no peaceful enforcement
of disputes over quantity or payments or over broken deals.
This leads to violent dispute resolution. The underground
guard/prisoner relationship is identically corrupt and violent.
The juices were flowing in the spring of 2008 for one
Brandon Fraim. Fraim was finally charged with Institutional
Sexual Assault in December 2008, after video cameras
recorded him sneaking into the women prisoners’ quarters
and forcing himself upon at least four lady prisoners. This
type of captive audience would not be available to Fraim in
10
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a real ghetto situation, but the prison program proved to be
just the tonic he needed to edify his perversions. This Fraim,
stupid to the end, reportedly clucked, “I just got caught
up with flirting with young girls. They make it sound like
there was sex, but it was just kissing.” (PrisonLegalNews.
org/21225 Display Article). It is the type of client that makes
a defense attorney yearn for immediate retirement. Fraim
would have to explain to Judge Charles H. Saylor (with the
help of the video surveillance) how this innocent kissing that
occurred behind prison bars could establish a felony charge.
Judge Saylor accepted a no-contest plea to four counts of
Institutional Sexual Assault, Felony-3 charges on July 27,
2008, in the Northumberland County Courthouse, which he
could not have done unless there was something a little more
risqué than a kiss on the cheek. The felon, Fraim, received
nine to thirty-six months jail time for these untimely “kisses”
(Case No. 233-2009 Northumberland County). Good buddy
Gregg Cupp, a prison guard at the same facility, pleaded to
Institutional Sexual Assault as well and went to jail for four
and a half months (Case No. 124-2009 Northumberland
County). It was reported that Deputy Warden John Conrad
had shrugged off initial reports of the guards’ misconduct as
“silly talk” (PrisonLegalNews.org/21225). Perhaps a forewarning: John B. Conrad was guilty of a charge of disregarding a traffic signal in Northumberland County on February
9, 2001 (Case No. 111-2001, District Court 8-3-03).
Prison guards who are sexually frustrated have an open
door inside prison walls. Ask any of the thirteen jail guards
in Allegheny County who were arrested in a sex scandal
in 2004 that involved trading contraband to prisoners in
exchange for sexual favors. Ask Bedford County Prison
Guard William Robert Lewis, Jr., who raped a prisoner in a
bathroom in January 2006. He pleaded guilty to the felony
count on July 21, 2007 (Cr 112-2006 Bedford County).
He is out of jail now, having served forty-five days. Ask
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the victims of seven guards and a kitchen worker at the
Monroe County Correctional Facility where illegal sexual
contact with them was discovered, leading to the arrests of
Dana Simpson and Roodney Ulysse (no-contest pleas) and
Yvonne Lockard and Karen Stone (guilty pleas). At least in
the Monroe County battery of criminal charges the prisoners wound up with cell phones in exchange for the forced
sex. Many prisoners get nothing for their services. Four
other guards and workers were charged with smuggling
drugs into the Monroe County Prison for money and sex.
Police utilize prisons to get in on the act as well, such
as Norberto Cappas, who required two women to perform a
Vegas style sex show for him in the privacy of their detention cell. The women were forced into lesbian sexual acts
that included exposing their boobs. One of them has sued
the city. During the investigation it was determined that the
women had no business being detained in the first place
and that Cappas (surprise) had lied during the investigation. He was fired, but the humiliation and damage was
irreversible (www.prisonlegalnews.org, 2007).
The prison scheme provides a superb opportunity for
bribery and corruption even if the guards involved are
asexual. The corruption at the Lackawanna County Jail has
been stupid, petty, and insipid. The Warden, Thomas P. Gilhooley, his Deputy, Robert A. Hilborn, a Sergeant, Anthony
Veno, and a Lieutenant, Leonard Bogdanski, were charged
with theft of services and violating state ethics laws. What
they did was use prison inmates to decorate their homes
for Christmas, gut and rebuild a room in their house, repair
wrecked vehicles, restore classic cars, and detail their
private cars with prison supplies. Prisoners received extra
furlough time, food, favors, and cash payments as bribes8.
All were charged and convicted of ungraded felonies under
8 Id.
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“Restricted Activities” (65 P.S. 403) in criminal court
(Cases No. 1259, 1531, 1543, and 1650 of 2004 Lackawanna County).
We could go on and on. A December 2007 Bureau of Justice Statistics report estimated that 38,600 state and federal
prisoners had self-reported sexual abuse or misconduct by
prison employees. This number represents just the tip of the
iceberg. For every prisoner who would risk retaliation with a
false charge of that nature, there are many more who fail to
report legitimate incidents for fear of retribution, embarrassment, and a sullen acknowledgement that their cries would
most likely fall on deaf ears. But to put that number in perspective—38,600 self-reported sexual abuse or misconduct
victims in U.S. prisons—consider that it is greater than the
entire number of prisoners in the country of Iraq, which has
a population of about thirty million! It is more than all the
prisoners in the nations of Greece, Portugal, Austria, and
Switzerland combined. If we lined up all the prisoners in
the United States who have reported to have been sexually
abused, and lined up all the prisoners in the entire continent
of Australia, the U.S.A.’s line would be longer.*
The message of corruption, bribery, smuggling, rape,
etc. is perhaps not the best message to be sending to persons
incarcerated for criminal acts who must eventually be released
back into society. The only difference, it seems, between the
prisoner and the keeper is who gets caught committing crimes.
What mindset do the prisoners learn from this program?
These glaring defects in corrections are apparently lost upon
the politicians legislating mandatory prison terms for various
crimes. However, should not the ghetto atmosphere of the
prison be a factor the legislatures must consider when another
mandatory sentence sounds good to them?

* (World Prison Population List, 8th edition, King’s College London 2008)
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